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QUESTION 1

An administrator logs in to the Palo Alto Networks NGFW and reports and reports that the WebUI is missing the policies
tab. Which profile is the cause of the missing policies tab? 

A. WebUI 

B. Admin Role 

C. Authorization 

D. Authentication 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization has Palo Alto Networks MGfWs that send logs to remote monitoring and security management
platforms. The network team has report has excessive traffic on the corporate WAN. How could the Palo Alto Networks
NOFW administrator reduce WAN traffic while maintaining support for all the existing monitoring/security platforms? 

A. forward logs from firewalls only to Panorama, and have Panorama forward log* lo other external service. 

B. Any configuration on an M-500 would address the insufficient bandwidth concerns. 

C. Configure log compression and optimization features on all remote firewalls. 

D. Forward logs from external sources to Panorama for correlation, arid from Panorama send to the NGFW. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 



QUESTION 3

In High Availability, which information is transferred via the HA data link? 

A. heartbeats 

B. HA state information 

C. session information 

D. User-ID information 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which User-ID method should b configured to map addresses to usernames for users connected through a terminal
server? 

A. XFF header 

B. Client probing 

C. port mapping 

D. server monitoring 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What should an administrator consider when planning to revert Panorama to a pre-PAN-OS 8.1 version? 

A. When Panorama is reverted to an earlier PAN-OS release, variable used in template stacks will be removed
authentically. 

B. Panorama cannot be reverted to an earlier PAN-OS release if variables are used in templates or stacks. 

C. An administrator must use the Expedition tool to adapt the configuration to the pre-pan-OS 8.1 state. 

D. Administrators need to manually update variable characters to those to used in pre-PAN-OS 8.1. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which administrative authentication method supports authorization by an external service? 

A. RADIUS 

B. SSH keys 



C. Certification 

D. LDAP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which event will happen administrator uses an Application Override Policy? 

A. The application name assigned to the traffic by the security rule is written to the traffic log. 

B. The Palo Alto Networks NGFW Steps App-ID processing at Layer 4. 

C. Threat-ID processing time is decreased. 

D. App-ID processing time is increased. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A Palo Alto Networks NGFW just submitted a file lo WildFire tor analysis Assume a 5-minute window for analysis. The
firewall is configured to check for verdicts every 5 minutes. 

How quickly will the firewall receive back a verdict? 

A. 10 to 15 minutes 

B. 5 to 10 minutes 

C. More than 15 minutes 

D. 5 minutes 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

View the GlobalProtect configuration screen capture. 

What is the purpose of this configuration? 



A. It forces an internal client to connect to an internal gateway at IP address 192 168 10 1. 

B. It configures the tunnel address of all internal clients lo an IP address range starting at 192 168 10 1. 

C. It forces the firewall to perform a dynamic DNS update, Which adds the internal gateway\\'s hostname and IP
address to the DNS server. 

D. It enables a Client to perform a reverse DNS lookup on 192 .168. 10 .1. to delect it is an internal client. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator using an enterprise PKI needs to establish a unique chain of trust to ensure mutual authentication
between panorama and the managed firewall and Log Collectors. How would the administrator establish the chain of
trust? 

A. Configure strong password 

B. Set up multiple-factor authentication. 

C. Use custom certificates. 

D. Enable LDAP or RADIUS integration. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three user authentication services can be modified in to provide the Palo Alto Networks NGFW with both
username and role names? (Choose three.) 

A. PAP 

B. SAML 

C. LDAP 

D. TACACS+ 



E. RADIUS 

F. Kerberos 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 12

A session in the Traffic log is reporting the application as "incomplete" 

What does "incomplete" mean? 

A. The three-way TCP handshake did not complete. 

B. Data was received but wan instantly discarded because of a Deny policy was applied before App ID could be
applied. 

C. The three-way TCP handshake was observed, but the application could not be identified. 

D. The traffic is coming across UDP, and the application could not be identified. 

Correct Answer: A 
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